How Egypt’s Military Owns the Economy
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Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 2019. 339 pp. Free
download.
Sayigh has written a lengthy account of
the military’s role in the Egyptian economy.
Fortunately, the book provides an excellent
two-page summary; also, an interview on the
Carnegie Middle East Center website sets out
the book’s main points.1 He argues that “the
Egyptian military accounts for far less of the
national economy than is commonly believed,”
which makes sense if one understands that
many Egyptians believe the military controls
the entire economy. That said, military
enterprises are not limited to quasi-defenserelated activities such as ship-building or
running gasoline stations. As Sayigh notes,
“The military delivers massive infrastructure
projects, produces consumer goods ranging
from food to household appliances, manufactures industrial chemicals and transport
equipment, and imports basic commodities for
civilian markets.”
He also explains, “The military now
manages approximately one-quarter of total
government spending in housing and public
infrastructure.” That might not be so bad,
except that the “military sinks enormous
amounts of capital into unproductive pro-

jects” and refuses to account to anyone for its
expenditures. Of many examples, perhaps the
most egregious is the construction of a new
capital east of Cairo. Sayigh explains that
many military factories and farms appear to
earn little profit while paying out large sums
to senior or retired officers.
But after acknowledging the opacity of
the military economy, Sayigh argues unconvincingly, “Nonetheless, sufficient detail
can be assembled to support the contention
made in this report that the net income of the
formal military economy cannot exceed a
few percentage points of GDP [gross domestic product].” If one adds up the many
joint ventures that the military controls, its
GDP share must be several times what
Sayigh suggests. Plus, as he acknowledges,

1 Yezid Sayigh interview, You Tube, Nov. 18, 2019.
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Egypt’s economic performance is still
good enough for the country to muddle
along, despite being weighed down by the
military-run economic activity. There is
simply no possibility that Egyptian elites
would listen to foreign advice, such as that
offered by Sayigh, to reduce the military’s
role in the economy. Nor is such advice
likely to be forceful: Foreign governments
are content so long as Egypt remains moreor-less stable and its terror groups contained.
Patrick Clawson is the Morningstar senior fellow and director
of research at the Washington
Institute for Near East Policy and a
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